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1. On March 16, 1981, the Licensing Board granted in

applicants'otions, each supported by the NRC staff, for
summary disposition on Contentions 2 and 16. The Board

denied the motion with respect to that portion of Contention

2 which deals with chlorine discharges from the Susquehanna

nuclear facility. LBP-81-8, 13 NRC '1981) . We now have

before us the staff's April 14 motion, supported by the appli-

cants, seeking directed certification of a part of the ruling

denying summary disposition. 1nvocation of our discretionary

authority under 10 CFR 52.718(i) to review issues before the
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end of the hearing is necessary because denial of partial
summary disposition is an interlocutory order from which

an appeal is proscribed by the Rules of Practice. 10 CFR

52.730(f); Louisiana Power and Light Company (Waterford

Steam Electric Generating Station, Unit 3), ALAB-220, 8 AEC

93, 94 (1974); Pacific Gas and Electric Company (Stanislaus

Nuclear Project, Unit No. 1), ALAB-400, 5 NRC 1175, 1177 (1977).

2. The exercise of jurisdiction under Section 2.718(i) is
reserved for those important, licensing board rulings which,

absent immediate appellate review, threaten a party with

serious irreparable harm or pervasively affect the basic

structure of the proceeding. Public Service Company of
Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1

and 2), ALAB-405, 5 NRC 1190, 1192 (1977). See'uget
Sound Power and Light Compan (Skagit Nuclear Power Project,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-572, 10 NRC 693, 695 n. 5 (1979), and

cases there cited. In this instance that standard is not met.

C

The staff argues that. certification is appropriate be-

cause the Licensing Board's ruling unwarrantedly expanded

the scope of the chlorine issu'e and, as a consequence, both

the staff and applicants must, be prepared to litigate two
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issues which they claim are not properly part of the in-
1/

tervenor's original contentions. According to the staff,
trial of these issues will force them into preparing waste-

ful, expensive and time-consuming predictions about, remote

and speculative matters; their papers assert that this un-

necessary expense and delay amounts to immediate and ir-
reparable harm that cannot,,be alleviated by subsequent

appeal. In addition, the staff argues that in expanding

the issues the Board below made extra-record "findings of
fact" based solely on the unsworn and unsubstantiated as-

sertions of intervenors. In the staff's view, the Board's

action is in the teeth of the Commission's regulations and

the Administrative Procedure Act and therefore pervasively

affects the basic structure of the proceeding.

3. In the context of the denial of a motion for
partial summary disposition, the'taff's 'argumen'ts

do little more than -state the"apparen't; Obv'tously

the Licensing Board's ruling wi3.1 res'ul't in the"'trial

1/ As we understand its motion, the staff does not contest
the denial of summary disposition with respect to part
of issue 2 (b) and all of issue (c) identified in Part D
(the "order"„ portion) . of the Licensing Board's March 16,
1981 ruling. LBP-81-8,'upra, 13 NRC at (slip
opinion at 20). The applicants, on the other hand,
appear to desire certification directed to all three
issues, even though they only filed a response supporting
the staff 's motion rather than their own motion.



of issues with the concomitant investment of time and

money such litigation entails. Equally obvious is the fact
that once the hearing is held the time and money expended

in the trial of an issue cannot be recouped by any appellate

action. But the same is true any time summary disposition of
an issue is denied and a litigant must go to hearing. The

fact that the ruling below may have erroneously expanded the

issues:,to be tried or done so on the basis of unsworn alle-
gations does little to distinguish this case from any other

where it is alleged that summary disposition was erroneously
2/

withheld. Indeed, had the Licensing Board raised the

challenged issue on its own motion, we think it clear that
directed certification would not be appropriate. We there-

fore conclude that the staff's asserted injuries fall short

of the standard for discretionary interlocutory review.

In reality, adoption of the staff's rationale would alter
the standard for discretionary interlocutory review; certainly
where a denial of summary disposition is involved it would be

reduced to a simple determination whether the Licensing Board erred.

2/ For the same reason, applicants'rgument that the ruling
below will deter it from filing further summary dispo-
sition motions in this proceeding (or deter parties in
other proceedings from filing such motions) is unper-
suasive.



As we stated in Houst'on'i'ghting and'owe'r Comp'any (Aliens Creek

Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-635, 13 NRC (1981):

"It is scarcely necessary to expound at any length upon

why a drastic alteration of existing practice to accom-

modate that thesis would be intolerable -- as well as in
derogation of the Commission's explicit policy disfavoring

3/
interlocutory review."

The petition is denied.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C ean Bishop
Se retary to the

Appeal Board

3/ The staff and the applicants, of course, remain free
to pursue other avenues of possible relief that remain
open to them before the Licensing Board. For example,
they may ask for reconsideration of the ruling and
press the fuller exposition of their positions made
to us on the Board below. We have no reason to be-
lieve the Board below (or any party) wishes to conduct
an" unnecessary hearing —if the staff's and

applicants'haracterizationof the situation is correct. Indeed,
for that reason, the Licensing Board may wish to re-
consider the issue itself on the basis of the staff's
motion before us. In addition, if the staff and appli-
cants are convinced (as their papers suggest) that the
issues on which summary disposition was denied raise
matters so remote and speculative as to.merit no con-
sideration under the National Environmental Policy Act,
they may simply "stand pat" and seek vindication on
appeal in the event the Licensing Board disagrees.
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Additional views of Mr. Salzma'n', concurrin

My colleagues'easons for declining to grant certification
are sound ones. I am concerned, however, that the papers before

us reflect misconceptions about the operation of the summary dis-

position rule and the Licensing Board's prerogative to explore

potential safety issues not placed in controversy by the parties.

On the first point, the summary disposition rule (10 CFR

52.749) is the Commission counterpart of Rule 56 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure governing summary judgments; essentially
the same standards govern both. — Consequently, even though a1/

s'ummary disposition motion may rest on affidavits technically

sufficient to justify a decision in movant's favor, the absence

of opposing affidavits does not mean that the relief sought must

be forthcoming automatically. The courts have explained that:
Although Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure states that summary judgment "shall"
be rendered when the stated conditions are met,

~ the rule is not mandatory in operation: "a mo-
tion for summary judgment is always addressed
to the discretion of the court." Satisfying the
basic requirements of the rule does not guaran-
tee that the motion will be granted: "Even in
cases where the movant has technically discharged
his burden, the trial court in the exercise of
a sound discretion may decline to grant summary
judgment. " 2/

Cleveland Electric Illumiza'ting Co. (Perry Plant, Units 1
an 2 , ALAB- 43, NRC 7 1, 753 1977); Tenn'essee Valle

6 AEC 682, 688 (1973).

2/ In re Franklin National Bank Sec. Liti'gation, 478 F. Supp.
2 0, 3 E.D.N.Y. 979 cantata.ons omitted



Zn other words, "the exercise of sound... discretion may dictate

that the motion should be den'ied, and the case fully developed."—

This principle is possibly more important in Commission than

in judicial practice, which brings up the second point. The NRC

functions as the arbiter of important safety and environmental

questions. That role "does not permit it to act as an umpire

blandly calling balls and strikes for adversaries appearing before

it...."— For this reason,a licensing board may if need be

explore issues not placed in controversy by the parties but which

come to its attention during the course of the proceeding (or are

suggested informally in unsworn limited appearance statements —) .
5/

As the Commission stressed in'Xndi'an Point:

A Licensing Board, typically comprised of two
technical experts and a lawyer, is this agency's
primary fact-finding tribunal in the hearing
process. These expert tribunals are entrusted
with critical tasks in the licensing process.

To tie a Board's hands, when it aces
an issue that needs to be explored, would be
utterly inconsistent with its stature and re-
'ponsibility. 6/

4/

McLain v. Meier, 612 F.2d 349, 356 (8th Cir. 1979) (emphasis
in origina~l. Accord,'oberts v. ~Brownin, 610 F.2d 528

~Peer, ~su ra, ALAS-443, 6 MRC at 752, guoting Scenic Hudson
Preservation Conference v. FPC, 354 F. 2d 608, 620 (2nd Cir.
19 5

5/ See 10 CFR Part 2, App. A, SV(b) (4) .

6/ Consolidated Edison Co." of New York (Indian Point, Unit 3),
CLI- —, AEC T zs decision is now codified
in the regulations. 10 CFR 92.760a.
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In passing on applicants'ummary disposition motions, the

Board below evinced apprehensions about chlorine discharges from

the Susquehanna plants resulting in unacceptable water pollution
e

levels and has called for further exploration of the question.

The Board's concerns may turn out to be misplaced or later shown

to be insubstantial. But it elevates form over substance to sug-

gest that the Board is precluded from considering a safety issue

that it apparently deems significant because of the way it came

to light. An inadequate response to a summary disposition motion

jeopardizes the respondent's rights to explore an issue,'no't the

Licensing Board'.

The Board's misgivings are perhaps inartfully framed as

"findings." But these are preliminary and obviously designed to

alert the parties to the principal areas of its concern. There

are means short of a full trial by which the Board's fears can be

alleviated by parties (assuming, of course, that they are correct

about the true situation). Applicants suggest one; there are

others. — If one is selected and employed to educate the Board,7/

it in turn will no doubt rule appropriately. There is no reason

to presume that the Licensing Board wishes to go through the

formalities or incur the expense of= a hearing unnecessarily.

7/ See, ~e , Consumers'ower'o. (Midland Plant), ALAB-235,
8 AEC 645, 646 1974
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